Artwork, television, movies and memories—The Frame TV showcases it all on a beautiful QLED screen. Every piece of content is displayed in stunning full HD and accented by a customizable, stylish bezel that seamlessly complements your home’s décor.

**KEY FEATURES**

**Picture**
- QLED FHD TV
- HDR
- PurColor®
- Vertical Mode

**The Frame Service**
- Art Mode
- Art Mode Slide Show
- Art Store
- Samsung Collection
- My Collection

**Design**
- Customizable Frame (optional accessory)
- No Gap Wall Mount™
- Brightness Sensor
- One Connect Box Mini

**Smart Features**
- Smart TV Powered by Tizen™
- Universal Guide
- Multiple Voice Assistants
- TV Plus
- Samsung OneRemote

**Connections**
- 2 HDMI Connections
- 2 USB Connections
- 802.11AC built-in Wi-Fi
- Bluetooth®
- RS232 Control (Ex-Link)
- IP Control Support
- Optical Audio Output Port

**Audio**
- Dolby® Digital Plus
- 20 Watt 2 Channel

**Included Accessories**
- Samsung OneRemote
- No Gap Wall Mount
- One Connect Box Mini
- Lean-back stand

**Optional Accessories**
- Customizable Frame Bezel

---

*Service is not included and must be subscribed separately.*

*1Shown with optional accessory, sold separately. A small gap between the wall and TV may occur if wall is not 100% flat or is constructed off-angle to the floor or if installed incorrectly.*

*2Feature may not yet be available at time of purchase of this product. Some smart TV apps may not support Vertical Mode.*

*3Built-in Google Assistant may not yet be available at the time of purchase of this product.*

*4HDMI—CEC (Consumer Electronics Control) facilitates convenient control functions with compatible devices.*

*5Requires third-party control system installation. See www.samsung.com/us/business/custominstall.*
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PICTURE

HDR
Unveils shades of color and detail you can’t find on HDTV.

PurColor®
Experience colors that are fine-tuned to deliver a naturally beautiful picture.

Vertical Mode
Display art as it was originally intended in a full-screen portrait orientation (9:16 aspect ratio).

THE FRAME SERVICE

Art Mode
The Frame transforms into a beautiful work of art when you’re not watching TV. Activate the built-in motion sensor so whenever you walk into the room, your TV displays one of your favorite selections.

Art Mode Slide Show
Program The Frame to display a fresh image as often as you like.

Samsung Collection
The Frame includes a gallery of professionally curated art, with one hundred pieces from ten different genres.

My Collection
My Collection is an easy way to create your own personal collection, storing all your favorite works of art in one place with up to 2GB of storage space.

Art Store
Buy individual pieces or subscribe to an ever-increasing library of established and emerging artists’ work.

SMART FEATURES

Smart TV Powered by Tizen
Go beyond smart TV with next-gen apps, super-easy control and a host of enhancements that elevate the TV-watching experience.

Universal Guide
One simple on-screen guide organizes your streaming and live TV content, while also making recommendations.

Multiple Voice Assistants
Built-in Alexa, the Google Assistant and Bixby voice assistants let you control your TV with your voice, get information and do so much more.

TV Plus
Enjoy your favorite content through virtual channels.

Samsung OneRemote
The sleek and slim OneRemote automatically detects and controls all compatible connected devices and content.

No Gap Wall Mount
Your TV hangs flush to the wall.
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CONNECTIONS

HDMI
Enjoy higher-quality audio and video with an HDMI connection that transmits both signals over a single cable. Compatible with next-generation Ultra HD Blu-ray™ players and HDR content decoding. Includes 1 Audio Return Channel (ARC).

Wi-Fi
Enjoy your favorite on-demand content seamlessly through your existing network with built-in Wi-Fi (802.11AC).

AUDIO

Dolby® Digital Plus
Enjoy the ultimate digital sound quality on all of your favorite movies, TV shows and streaming content. Dolby Digital Plus optimizes your entertainment experience with enhanced sound richness and clarity.

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

Samsung OneRemote (TM-2050A)
No Gap Wall Mount
One Connect Box Mini
Lean-back stand

Customizable Frame
Elevate your space and make The Frame your own by enhancing it with a frame in black, white, brown, beige, pink, lemon or platinum.
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MODEL

MODEL: QN32LS03
ORDER CODE: QN32LS03TBFXZA

SCREEN SIZE CLASS: 32"

SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT: 31.5"

UPC CODE: 887276416175

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Mexico

DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 28.5 x 16.5 x 1
- TV WITH STAND: 28.5 x 17.8 x 5.6
- SHIPPING: 32.1 x 20.2 x 4.8
- STAND FOOTPRINT: 23.3 x 5.6

WEIGHT (LB):
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 11.7
- TV WITH STAND: 11.9
- SHIPPING: 17.4

VEDA SUPPORT: No

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
- REMOTE MODEL: TM-2050A
- NO GAP WALL MOUNT: Included
- ONE CONNECT BOX (WxHxD) (inch): 8.2 x 1.3 x 3.6